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Abstract

This document is a regulation for the upcoming osu!gatari Dual Cup which is go-
ing to be held in Spring 2019. The document explains the rules most of which are
familiar to any tournament player however it also introduces some unique mechanics
to the mappool structure. The tournament will have a group stage and double elim-
ination format. The teams consist of 2 players. Approximate schedules, prizes and
processes are described.

Contents

1 Introduction

1.1 Gatari

Gatari is a private server created on a basis of ripple source owned by Belarussian ex-
cheats developer xxdstem with the help of its community manager and author of this doc-
ument Firedigger. Main motivations for the server were a protest against osu!support mis-
doings (banning legit players and not banning cheaters) and a need of Russian-speaking
osu!environment. The server website is osu.gatari.pw.

1.2 Motivation

Tournaments are an important fun aspect of osu! Apart from giving a unique gameplay
experience to the participants, a large tournament is an exciting event for the whole com-
munity, especially if there are strong players and big prizes.
While the official server is currently saturated with different community tournaments, the
custom osu! servers competetive scene is lacking and there are several reasons for that in-
cluding missing enough top (confirmed legit) players and tournament staff.
On gatari, a well-known private server with large enthusiastic player base, we are aiming
to establish the largest and most successful non-bancho tournament scene, bringing top
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players from bancho and other servers. GOT2017 was a huge success and we are happy
to announce the new iteration.
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1.3 Short recap in bullet points

Traditional tournaments express the rules in a set of bullet points, which mention the com-
monly used rules which usually do not require additional explanation. For convenience,
this section provides a similar round-up on the tournament format. For precise details on
the format please refer to the next section.

1. The tournament is played on gatari server osu.gatari.pw

2. The teams number is 16, each team consists of 2 players

3. At the beginning of the tournament the teams will be divided into 4 groups based
on seeding specified by arithmetical average pp in the team and small amount of
randomness

4. The first stage of the tournament will be the group stage.

5. In each group the 2 best teams will proceed to the second stage of the tournament -
double elimination

6. Before the beginning of the match in lobby each team is allowed to put 1 warm-up
map

7. For questions regarding the schedule of the matches contact Firedigger

8. Freemod doesn’t force anyone on the team to pick any mod. The list of freemod
mods is Hidden, Hard rock, Easy and Flashlight.

9. The mappool consists of Freemod,HR,DT and tiebreaker pools. There is no hidden
pool however a team can pick hidden in both HR or DT pick maximum 1 player per
team

10. If a player was disconnected (due to server error) within 15-20 seconds after the
match start, the map can be replayed

11. The matches will be played with ScoreV2

12. The team coming from loser bracket finals has to win twice in the grand finals due
to bracket reset

13. The win conditions are BO7 in group stage, BO9 playoffs until finals, BO11 win-
ner/loser finals and BO13 Grand finals

14. Register at https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdvyeh_PWELkM4C1G0k2yY7z-tXgZZkQzWz9yXoBdq5N-FuGQ/
viewform

15. First matches will be On 1st of May
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2 Elaborate format description

2.1 Dual cup

The word "dual" means that the team consists of 2 players. The players can’t be switch
so all the players play all the maps and their score is summed at the end of the match to
determine the winning team.
Playing with a partner is very different from playing solo because you have to also account
for your partner’s playstyle during bans and picks.

2.2 Group stage

The teams within one group start with 0 points. Each team will have a match against
every other team. Victory grants a team 1 points. After all the matches are played 2 teams
with the maximum points will proceed to the next stage.

2.3 Double elimination

A double-elimination tournament is a type of elimination tournament competition in
which a participant ceases to be eligible to win the tournament’s championship upon
having lost two games or matches [source] .
After losing once in double elimination plays-off the team is moved to loser’s brackets
where the players will continue their path to the finals though the losers of next rounds
winner’s brackets and winners of loser’s brackets. The main advantage of double elim-
ination are that a strong team facing a superior team in the early stages isn’t eliminated
immediately but has a chance to fight them back in the finals, basically guaranteeing that
the finals will be the dual between the best two teams regardless of the seeds. Another
advantage of the double-elimination format is the fact that all competitors will play at
least twice and approximately three quarters will play three games or more. In a single-
elimination tournament, half of the competitors will be eliminated after their first game.

2.4 Map pool structure

Unlike most of other tournaments, Gatari Dual Cup features a new simplified but more
flexible mappool structure. The list of categories is as follows:

• Freemod

• HR

• DT

• Tiebreaker
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Freemod is similar to other tournaments. Each player can choose any combination of
EZ,HD,HR,FL mods or none at all.
Tiebreaker maps are played with Freemod mask.
All the maps are played with ScoreV2.
NOTE! The unique property of the tournament is that on each of the picks (mainly HR
and DT) maximum of 1 players on the team is allowed to add HD preserving the points
bonus. A team can be playing DT,HDDT or 2xDT however not 2xHDDT.

3 Tournament process

3.1 Mappool announcement and match scheduling

Gatari Dual Cup will cycle 3 mappools:

1. First mappool - Group stage

2. Second mappool - Playoffs until finals

3. Final mappool - Winner/Loser and Grand finals

The first mappool will be announced not later than 24.04.2019

3.2 Match process

Players are expected to come online in the game not later than 10 minutes before the
scheduled match time. The referee will then invite them to the lobby. If a player doesn’t
show up to 10 minutes after the scheduled match time, his/her team receives a technical
loss.
The match process starts as soon as all the players are in the lobby and ready to go. The
teams can decide whether they want to play a warm-up map or two. This should allow
the players to find their grip, get the feel of the gameplay and lobby. Total time dedicated
to warm-up shouldn’t be more than 6 minutes.
The match process starts with a roll 1-100 by each of the team captains. The roll winner
can decide one of the two options for the team:

1. Ban second, Pick second

2. Ban first, Pick first

Intuitively, it’s good to ban second because your opponent might ban the map you wanted
to ban, giving you an extra ban.
As a result, after the roll winner’s decision teams’ actions are in turn order.
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3.3 Bans and picks

Each team is given 2 bans which they can use to ban a map from any of the pool except
tiebreaker so that it won’t be available to be picked by any team. Usually a team bans the
map they don’t feel comfortable playing or feel the opponent team being strong at.
After the bans the picks happen a team can pick any map of the map pool excluding the
tiebreaker pool and which wasn’t banned. After the pick the map is set by the referee and
is played. The process repeats until a win condition is met.

3.4 Win conditions

Winning a map grant a point. The match continues until one of the teams collects x points.
x is defined separately for each stage.
x-point match is equivalent to best-of-2x − 1 match. The points formulations is more in-
tuitive to understand the win condition and should be preferred while the conventional
formulation clearly defines the maximum number of maps played.
The stage win conditions for GDC 2019 are defined as follows:

1. Group stage - 4 points BO7

2. Playoffs until finals - 5 points BO9

3. Winner/Loser finals - 6 points BO11

4. Grand finals - 7 points BO13

4 Schedule

Registrations are open: 15.04.2019
Registrations are closed: 25.04.2019 23:59 MSK
Group stage: 01.05.2019
Playoffs: TBD
The undefined match schedule will be discussed with the players in advance and map-
pools will be always released at least 1 week before the matches.

5 Registration process

5.1 Registration process for Gatari players

Register via google forms https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdvyeh_
PWELkM4C1G0k2yY7z-tXgZZkQzWz9yXoBdq5N-FuGQ/viewform
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5.2 Registration process for non-Gatari players

If you are an universally-acclaimed top player without account on gatari but want to
participate in the tournament, contact Firedigger for a key. In this case you would need
to farm whatever is needed to get 12k for your team by the end of the registration. If you
have 11k pp on official server though you can be allowed to join without having to farm
at all (there are 4 reserved invitational slots).

5.3 Number of teams and selection criteria

A team of 2 gatari players can register for the tournament if their sum pp ≥ 12k.
The number of teams for the tournament is 16. Out of all registered teams 12 with the
largest harmonic mean of pp of the two players will be accepted to the tournament.
Harmonic mean: H(x, y) = xy

x+y
This mean is more robust to unbalanced teams forcing both players to have a reasonable
amount of pp.
The rest 4 team slots are invitational. That means that the tournament staff reserves those
4 slots for the manually selected teams which can bypass the general selection process.
Those will be reserved for top bancho players who were not able to farm enough for their
slot in the roster however are decided to be worthy participants by the tournament staff.

6 Prizes

The prize pool for the tournament is 300 ewhich will be divided among 3 winning teams
as follows:

1. 150 e

2. 100 e

3. 50 e

They will also receive a profile badge and 1 months of supporter.
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